**Vocabulary List 8B - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentence MUST show you know what the word means and be 100% grammatically correct

**MICRO: small**

11. **microscopic**: adj.

12. **microfilm**: n. a

13. **microcosm**: n.

**GEN: race / kind**

14. **generic**: adj.

15. **genesis**: n.

16. **genetic**: adj.

17. **gender**: n.

18. **genre**: n.

19. **genealogy**: n. s

20. **genocide**: n.
DEFINITIONS

A. a kind of literary expression (for example, prose; poetry, etc.)

B. a small word (miniature version of a large world)

C. coming into being; beginning; origin

D. film with information that’s reduced in size

E. not belonging to a race or kind; no brand

F. relating to heredity

G. the killing of a race of people

H. the sex of a person or animal

I. the study of family lines (family trees)

J. too small to be seen with the naked eye